Paragon Southwest
Medical Waste Treatment Facility
Anahuac, TX

Finally, a ‘Greener’ Way to Treat Medical Waste
Sustainable | Cost-Effective | Efficient
We're pleased to offer locally deployed, industry-scale medical waste destruction with unprecedented emissions
control orders of magnitude below any incineration process.
Our goal is to provide discrete and convenient destruction sites dispersed throughout a community, region,
and nationally to better meet the ever-changing needs of our customers.
The era of the remote large polluting fixed site is over!
Closer to customer facilities, reduced freight & delivery time, more environmentally friendly and cost
effective while offering greater responsiveness to customer requirements.

PSMW accepting "incinerate only" medical waste, as of January, 2018.

‘Think Global. Act Local’

Now that’s something we can all own!
Paragon Southwest's medical waste treatment helps all stakeholders reduce their operating costs along with their
carbon footprint by offering a local solution to a global problem -- treating the waste near to where it is generated.
Our offering is sustainable for both the environment and our clients' operating budgets!
-reducing liability, costs and chain of custody issues
- increasing responsiveness and customer service
- enabling compliance with stringent sustainability regulations
We believe that it's important for a business to be responsive to the changing environment in which it
operates -- whether that's at a global level or local level. We are pleased to provide a solution that ladders
up to the 'greater good' by offering a NEW model for medical waste treatment.
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How We Do It

Better Technology

Greater Proximity

Unprecedented environmental performance
versus incineration. Offers tangible differences
that are important to your customers.

We're local with more geographic locations. We
don't need to be as large and your don't need
to transport as far:

-Batch system process
-Broad packaging flexibility
-No waste manipulation
-No shredding

-Reduced transport distance
-Reduced chain of custody risks
-Reduced freight cost and carbon footprint

Enables compliance with ever-changing,
stringent sustainability requirements.

Responsive customer service; no scheduling,
delivery lines or rejected loads due to delays.

Learn more about the benefits of employing CoronaLuxTM technology compared to incineration process.

Contact Us
Facility Hours: 8am-5pm M-F. Deliveries accepted off-hours with prior arrangement.
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